
 

Bankcoin BCASH Gaming 

Platform Token

                                

The Concept Bankcoin (BCASH) is a Gaming ERC20 token which 

through our internal exchange increases in value every hour from the 1st of 

June 2019 when launched. We achieve this growth through a unique model of 

burning a percentage of tokens when sold through the exchange. This 

reduction in circulating Tokens creates the underlying value of BCASH. 

Investors that hold Tokens are not in any lock in periods and have full control 

as to when they eventually sell their tokens. Price increase No lock in periods 

Circulating Tokens Reduce each hour over time TOKEN INFORMATION 

Token name: Bankcoin BCash, Symbol: BCASH, Decimal: 18 , Token Type: 



ERC20, Total Supply: 2100000 Contract address: 
0xb5BB48567BfD0bFE9e4B08EF8b7f91556CC2a112

Why Invest in Bankcoin 
BCASH Gaming Token

                  

 24 Hours Game And Faucet   

 Bankcoin Represents a solid investment opportunity 
for investors looking to build wealth over a period of 
time. This isn’t a get rich quick scheme or overnight 
money making opportunity. Investors that purchase 
tokens and hold them long term will achieve 
exceptional results and return on their investment. 

O Experienced Management Team with experience 
running successful Companies globally 



O World class in-house Development Team and 
technology solution 

O Large monthly marketing budgets $500,000 USD+ 

O Full transparency provided to all customers in real 
time (available through the dashboard in the portal) 

O Hard Cap of 200000 BCASH tokens which will rapidly 
decrease over time as tokens are sold through the 
Exchange. 

O Strict promoter and networking policies to ensure 
copy-cat versions of Bankcoin BCash struggle to get 
traction. 

O 24 hour Customer support

                                                More Update Coming Soon



Facebook   : https://web.facebook.com/Bankcoin-BCASH-586488321774012

Twitter       : https://twitter.com/Bankcoin2

Telegram   : https://t.me/bankcoinbcashgroup

Telegram   : https://t.me/bankcoinbcash

Github        : https://github.com/bcashbankcoin

Slack           : https://bankcoinbcash.slack.com/team/UF5GTQVSB

Reddit         : https://www.reddit.com/user/bankcoinbcash

Website       :   https://bankcoinbcash.com

Email             : admin@bankcoinbcash.com

Email             : support@bankcoinbcash.com
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